
ODB2 
Task: 

read a short story 

to write an analysis from either the Marxist, 
Feminist, or Psychoanalytic perspective

How to write a strong analysis? 

Clearly understand the story

determine an appropriate theme connected to one of the three 
perspectives

explain your evidence clearly

follow writing/grammatical conventions. 



YOU MUST INCLUDE THE “KEY WORDS” IN YOUR 
ANALYSIS!

Feminism

How men and women are depicted and relate to each other

Can often look at the power dynamic between the two, and traditional gender roles (either 
supported or subverted) including stereotypes based on gender 

Marxism

The power dynamic between social and economic classes

Rich vs. poor or owners vs. workers or upper vs. lower class

Psychoanalytic

Unconscious desires (things you want to do that you don’t realize you want to)

Fixations/obsessions 



WRITING REQUIREMENTS

Perspective analysis is clear: key words are used consistently and 
accurately

Theme is identifiable and accurate: theme matches with story, and 
is universal

Analysis: Evidence is explained according to perspective, and 
proves the cited claim 

Writing: paragraph includes 2 pieces of evidence, and quotations 
are fully ICEd; grammar rules are followed



GRADING TIME!

On your own, read through each of 
the 4 essays and grade them 
accordingly

Then, we will compare scores



SAMPLE 1 – PSYCHOANALYTIC 

Reading – the writer understands the story, 
but in a very surface level way

Writing – No glaring grammatical mistakes, 
however the writing is not very sophisticated

Analysis – the writer uses the necessary key 
words, but struggles with specifics (uses “this 
shows that” often). 

Overall – the writer understood the story, but 
doesn’t really go deep in their analysis to show 
they have sophisticated understanding.

Grade – 80% 



SAMPLE 2 – FEMINISM 

Reading – the writer understands the story, 
but in a very surface level way

Writing – Does not blend first piece of 
evidence, has run on sentences

Analysis – Analysis is superficial and short, 
especially the second piece. This really is 
borderline between meeting and not meeting

Overall – the writer understood the story, but 
their writing is weak, and the analysis is more 
identification/statement than analysis 

Grade – 63% 



SAMPLE 3 – PSYCHOANALYTIC
Reading – the writer understands the story clearly, and 
discusses causes and effects in depth

Writing – Sophisticated uses of language (including 
transitions) & structure (ICE)

Analysis – Analysis detailed and specific, and 
references evidence particulars; theme is actively 
connected to evidence using claim language

Overall – Overall – the writer understood not only 
what happens in the story, but why it happens. They are 
able to effectively identify and explain their theme in 
detail. 

Grade – 100% 



SAMPLE 4 – FEMINISM 

Reading – the writer understands the story clearly

Writing – Sophisticated uses of language 
(including transitions) & structure (ICE)

Analysis – Analysis detailed and specific, and 
references evidence particulars; theme is actively 
connected to evidence using claim language; 
evidence however can be a bit stronger

Overall – the writer understood not only what 
happens in the story, but why it happens. They are 
able to effectively identify and explain their theme 
in detail. 

Grade – 97% 



NOW YOU TRY! 

Using what you have observed here, you will 
now write an analysis of “The Secret Life of 
Walter Mitty” using either the Marxist, 
Psychoanalytic, or Feminist perspective. Make 
sure you select one perspective only, include 2 
pieces of evidence, and fully explain your 
evidence. 



– I- Introduce: Provide context. What has 

happened in the story right before this 

quotation? Who is talking? 

– C- Cite: Using an integrated quotation, cite your 

evidence with proper MLA citations. 

– E- Explain: Analyze your evidence. Identify the 

specific element in your evidence by name that 

proves your claim, and explain how it does so. 

Remember to use the same language in your claim 

when explaining evidence. 

Remember: Short 

story titles are in 

quotation marks –

“The Secret Life of 

Walter Mitty”



HOW CAN I COME UP WITH A UNIVERSAL THEME?

What is the author saying about the character? 

Is their experience typical? (could this happen to you?)

What would happen if you (or any person) was in this 
situation? 

Is this good (healthy, beneficial, make you happy, etc.)? 

Is this bad (unhealthy, harmful, dangerous, etc.)? 

Basically, the message should be either a warning 
(beware!) or advice (you should do this)


